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Executive Summary
Online retail sales are growing rapidly across just about every business category. Marketers
spend billions of dollars on a wide variety of programs to drive people to their e-commerce
websites (PPC, SEO, social media, TV, radio, etc.) While a small share of unique visitors
(typically 1% to 5%) will “convert” -- that is, make a purchase during their visit -- the vast
majority will abandon the site without doing so.
The focus of our analysis was the primary form on a top retailer's website home page. If
there was a pop-up form, we considered it to be the primary form. We also gathered data on
top and bottom forms, websites with no forms, and those that require visitors to create an
online account in order to receive a discount or other benefit.
Here are the specific questions we sought to answer:
What type of web forms are being used (i.e. pop-up or static)?
To what degree are advanced “progressive” forms being used?
Which specific fields were requested in the brand’s web forms?
What types of offers are being made?
What are the differences in approach by industry category?
Is the primary form user experience similar via both desktop and mobile?
Here are some of the answers:
The email form field completely dominates other fields when it comes to eCommerce
retailer online forms. 99% of all forms analyzed required an email, while only 2%
requested phone and only 0.5% required full name and address.
Just over half of all primary forms were pop-up forms. Larger online retailers have a
higher share of pop-up forms. Certain industry categories such as Apparel & Accessories
and Health & Beauty also have a relatively higher share of pop-up forms than other
categories.
76% of all primary forms were “email-only” forms. 60% of pop-up forms (as opposed to
static forms at the top of bottom of the home page) were email-only forms.
After email address, the most popular form fields were: name (13% of all forms), partial
address (11%), and Age (6%).
The data and conclusions from this report apply equally to both the desktop and mobile
user experiences.
We also review the benefits of consumer data enrichment in order to maximize customer
understanding along with what to do with that data to improve Insight Yield™ and deliver the
best customer experience possible to drive marketing ROI.
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Conversion Goals of eCommerce Retailers
Online retail sales are growing rapidly across just about every business category. Marketers
spend billions of dollars on a wide variety of programs to drive people to their e-commerce
websites (PPC, SEO, social media, TV, radio, etc.). While a small share of unique visitors
(typically 1% to 5%) will “convert” -- that is, make a purchase during their visit -- the vast
majority will abandon the site without doing so.
A key goal of marketers is to expand the relationship with prospective customers in the
Golden Moment of first or early impressions which we define as the first time a web visitor
agrees to provide information about themselves. When a visitor provides personal
information, it confirms their interest and trust in the brand and their satisfaction with
their experience up to that point. This information is most commonly collected via some
type of online conversion form (or, to a lesser extent, an inbound phone call or online chat).
The secondary goal for marketers with regard to non-customer visitors who do not actually
make a purchase during an online session, is to generate a ‘micro’ conversion event. This can
be accomplished by convincing the visitor either to set up an e-commerce account or to
provide Personally Identifiable Information (PII) including name & address, email and/or
phone number. Once the retailer has a prospects PII it can begin to personalize its website
interactions and other contact and nurturing activities. How are marketers collecting PII
via forms today? That’s what this report will answer.

Analysis Approach
The focus of our analysis was the primary form on a retailers website home page. If there
was a pop-up form, we considered it to be the primary form. We also gathered data on top
and bottom forms; websites with no forms; and those that require visitors to create an
online account in order to receive a discount or other benefit.
Here are the specific questions we sought to answer:
What type of web forms are being used (i.e. pop-up or static)?
To what degree are advanced “progressive” forms being used?
Which specific fields were requested in the brand’s web forms?
What types of offers are being made?
What are the differences in approach by industry category?
Is the primary form user experience similar via both desktop and mobile?
We created a representative list of more than 200 online retailers covering all major
business categories. The primary criteria for inclusion was that their website have at least
75,000 unique monthly visitors (1MM per year), and they must be a primarily consumer
brand. About two-thirds of the websites were those of Top 1000 e-commerce retailers.
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The websites analyzed for this report fall into the following industry categories.

*The "Other: category includes: Mass Merchant, Hardware / Home Improvement, Automotive Parts, Toys /
Hobbies, Gifts/Flowers, Jewelry, Office Supplies and Specialty.

These shares roughly align with the share of websites by category among top e-Commerce
retailers.

Examples of Forms
The two primary forms are static and pop-up. Static forms can be at the top or near the
bottom of the web page. Pop-up forms can be triggered based on the user scrolling down
the page or based on time elapsed (typically between 1 and 10 seconds after arriving).
Here are examples of each type:
Static Form:

Pop-Up Form:

In addition, we saw instances where a pop-up includes a promo code, but no form fields. We
noted these but did not consider them to be forms, per se.
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Form Analysis Results
Email dominates all other online form fields. Ninety-nine percent of all forms analyzed
required an email, while only 2% requested phone and only 0.5% required full name and
address.
Input Field Share of Forms

76% of all forms were “email-only” forms. While this might be expected with static forms
positioned at the top or bottom of the home page, 60% of all pop-up forms only required an
email address.
Form Share by Input Field Combination

Clearly the lessons from the Conversion Rate Optimization (CRO) / landing page community
that “less is more” has taken firm root among top eCommerce brand marketers in terms of
the number of form fields. 77% of forms had only one field (76% of forms only had an email
and 1% only had a phone number). The share of forms with two fields was 9%, three fields
was 5%, four fields was 3%, and the share of all forms with five or more fields was just 6%.
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Most primary forms were dynamic pop-up forms, as opposed to static pages at the top or
bottom of the page.
Form Share by Page Position

Top 1000 eCommerce retailers* also have a higher share of pop-up forms than brands that
are not in the Top 1000.
Pop-Up Form Share by Retailer Size

We also found some clear differences in pop-up form share by category. For example, popup forms have a 55% to 60% share of all forms in the health & beauty, apparel & accessories
as swell as housewares & home furnishing categories. For all other categories, pop-up form
share is 50% or less.
Pop-Up Form Share by Category

* For excellent information on the Top 1000 eCommerce Retailers see the research report from
Internet Retailer called "Top 1000 Report: Data and analysis of North America's largest and fastest
growing e-retailers, 2019 edition".
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Progressive forms were used more often with pop-up forms (40% of the time) versus static
forms (30% of the time). The most impressive progressive form used an engaging “quiz” in
which users were asked to choose among different clothing styles and sizes before asking
for an email address.
Ten percent of the email-only forms turn out to be progressive forms in which additional
information is requested after the first click. But even accounting for this, two-thirds of
all forms were single-field email-only.
Most progressive forms were simple two-stage forms.
Most static forms on the bottom of the page were email-only forms in which the visitor can
sign up for a newsletter or emails to learn about unspecified special offers, or to be
notified of new products prior to the general public.
In terms of discounts offered using pop-up forms, the most common were 10% or 15% off
the first online purchase.

The Desktop vs. Mobile Form Experience
Note that while we conducted our research based on the desktop user experience, we also
checked the mobile experience for sites with pop up forms. There were no differences in
types of form fields requested. For example, we did not see any case where a phone number
was requested instead of an email address.
If there were any differences, they were in the direction of asking for fewer fields from
mobile users. For example, via desktop, Williams Sonoma used a progressive form to first
ask for email address, then uses a second pop up form to attempt to collect optional
information such as ZIP Code, plus opt-in check box to receive several of their brands' email
communications and finally an opt-in check box to receive physical catalogs via mail. The
mobile experience just consisted of asking for email with no progressive forms requesting
additional information.
One last note: brands are constantly experimenting over time and between groups of
inbound visitors. As an example, when we re-checked the Williams Sonoma website to
capture screen shots via desktop, the progressive pop up had changed and both the desktop
and mobile experience were more consistent.
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Conclusions About Forms
Each company must make its own choices when deciding whether to use pop-up forms, static
forms or guide the user down the path of an immediate purchase by offering a promo code
and asking them to set up an account. The key is to continually test to see which approach
optimizes the overall conversion rate, including micro-conversions with follow-on nurturing.
Likewise, the fields requested will depend on the business, and how important it is to
request additional information beyond the email in order to learn enough instantly to
promote the next best product recommendation, content or message. For example, 7 For All
Mankind clearly feels it is important to know whether the user is seeking men’s or women’s
clothing. Other brands believe it is important to gather the first name in order to make
their communication more personal, or ZIP Codes that enable retailers to suggest a nearby
store.
One thing is very clear: Marketers are seeking to maximize form fill rates by asking for the
smallest amount of relatively non-intrusive information. Email addresses are favored
because they are less intrusive than phone numbers, and require far fewer fields than a
physical address. This makes sense because it is critically important in that “golden
moment” to gather some useful information and validate that a connection has been made.
With an email address freely provided, brands now have permission to interact, so direct
follow up and nurturing activities can begin.

Is Maximizing Form Fill Rate the Ultimate Micro-Conversion Metric?
Wouldn’t it be better for marketers to have much more information about their prospective
customers? Some brands clearly want to know the first name, gender, ZIP Code and last
name of visitors who fill out their forms. A few even ask for more, such as age or vehicle
information. But wouldn’t it be even better to know their income, presence of children,
home ownership, specific interests, propensities, purchases and/or life stages? If brands
are able to know the top 3 to 7 most relevant pieces of information about their visitors
they would be in a much better position to prioritize, segment and message them over time.
Of course, just about all marketers -- and their content, user experience and data science
teams -- want to know as much as possible, but not at the risk of the precipitous drop-off
in form fill rates.
One can imagine 5 to 10 times fewer forms being filled out if 5 or 10 fields were required
versus one or two. Marketers have figured this out and are already maximizing their form
fill rate by requesting minimally invasive information as part of the online value exchange.
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Insight Yield™ and Third-Party Data Enrichment
So, what are the best metrics to maximize during the golden moment? We believe the best
metric is what we call “Insight Yield,” which is the product of the form fill rate times data
append match rate times amount of useful information appended. Given that Form Fill Rate
is likely to be optimized already (by just asking for email address most of the time), this
leaves data append match rate and amount of useful information appended to be optimized.
Personally Identifiable Information can be matched to rich third-party databases if at least
one of the following are submitted:
Email Address
Phone Number
Name and Address
Submitting name and address typically matches at a rate of 90% or higher. Phone and email
have historically matched in the 35% to 50% range. As was proved in our research, even
with this drop-off, marketers would rather capture just an email address – we believe this is
due to its much higher form fill rate -- versus name and address. Recall that we found that
99% of forms from top e-Commerce retailers require email while 3.5 % of forms request
phone number and only 0.5% of forms require full name and address.
The Insight API™ developed by Inbound Insight matches valid email addresses at rates
approaching name/address match rates. The Insight API accepts email address (and other
fields if submitted such as phone, first name, ZIP Code, etc.) and completes the person
record by appending name and address, as well as rich third-party data (thousands of
available data elements), plus the option to append a persistent Consumer ID for identity
management purposes. Data is processed in real-time, allowing marketers to take instant
advantage of their new knowledge and start serving personalized content to the individual
within the same online user session.
Knowing even just three to seven of the most relevant pieces of information allows
marketers to determine which customer segment or persona the prospect falls into. This
makes it possible to score and prioritize the lead and to trigger follow on nurturing and
outreach tailored the user’s persona. Sending a physical mail piece within a few days while
the brand is still fresh in their mind yields a high return on investment in many cases.
So, to maximize Insight Yield: 1) optimize form fill rate by requiring just the email address;
2) convert emails to individuals at the highest possible match rate; 3) enrich the record
with the most relevant third-party information for each specific brand; 4) in real-time.
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Consumer Data Enrichment Recommendations
Use the Insight API to process your existing and new email contacts and to append a data
fields to your existing records.
Append Name and Address to the email address:
Contact via direct mail to reinforce the brand-to-person connection.
Include information on closest stores in any future communication.
Determine if they are a U.S. resident, or a California resident, which is important for
existing and upcoming privacy regulations.
Name/address is often the basis for demographic appends. (Some consumer enrichment
databases require full name and address in order to append additional information.)
Append Rich Demographic Information:
Determine which is the best product or message to offer based on demographics,
psychographics, interests, life stages, purchase history or other known propensities.
Prioritize and segment, either based on simple categorization (e.g., gender, age,
income) or by applying a score based on prior analysis and modeling.
Append Unique and Persistent Consumer ID:
Remove duplicates from existing customer file and avoid adding new duplicate records
with a persistent consumer ID applied to each existing and incoming record.
Tie repeat visitor or customer to your first party knowledge of their past browsing or
purchase history.
The additional benefits of enriching the newly provided data record in real time using the
Insight API include:
React instantly and within the same user session to offer better content or navigation
options, with higher purchase conversion or revisit rates as key goals.
Send mailers shortly after the visit rather than waiting weeks or months
Check immediately whether the visitor is a past customer and use your knowledge of
them in real time -- without relying on cookies or similar methods.
When seeking a Consumer Data Enrichment solution, be sure to evaluate solutions based on
the following features:
The highest possible email-to-individual match rates (reverse email append)
Accurate contact and demographic information
A wide selection of demographic, psychographic, segmentation and other models and data
elements that meet the brand’s needs
Real-time API to process new records as they are added. (Also ask about "quick start"
implementation using a form's email BCC, that doesn't require full IT implementation.)
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Final Thoughts
Marketers work hard to drive inbound traffic so they need to maximize the value of their
efforts at the at the “golden moment” when website visitors are willing to provide their
personal information. The first part of the Insight Yield equation (maximizing the share of
visitors who fill out the form) is accomplished in large part by providing a compelling offer
and minimizing the number of form fields. We now know that email address is the primary
field being collected.
But email addresses alone does not provide any insight into the individual. So the next step
is to convert emails to full contact information using the reverse email append process (aka
postal contact append) by tapping into the third-party databases that include both email
address plus name and postal contact information.
Finally, to truly maximize the value from the micro-conversion event, enhance the contact
record with a persistent consumer ID and rich demographics, including: purchasing activity,
psychographics, segmentation models and other data relevant to the brand, preferably in
real-time using an API.
Now marketers can combine what they have already observed or know about their website
visitors with rich third-party data to form a more complete view of their prospective
customer, in order to optimize future nurturing and messaging and maximize sales
conversions.

About Inbound Insight
Inbound Insight provides all the tools marketers need to maximize Insight Yield during the "golden
moment" when inbound website visitors first volunteer their personal information. Inbound Insight’s
Insight API™ provides the richest assortment of demographic data and consumer ID solutions
available anywhere. The "Reverse Append - Ultimate" data package provides the highest email-toindividual match rates available. With a built in CRM and the ability to use the web form itself as an
input to the API, marketers are able to capture essential insights in minutes (while IT completes the
full API integration). Marketers can also process their existing email files using a batch UI.
Insight API™ and Insight Yield™ are trademarks of Inbound Insight, LLC.
To learn how to use data to maximize Insight Yield, customer experience and conversions, contact
Inbound Insight at (212) 655-9807 or info@inboundinsight.com.
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Web Form Examples
Form #1 Pop-Up – AG Jeans (www.agjeans.com)

Form #2 Bottom (Static) – AG Jeans (www.agjeans.com)

Form #1 Pop-Up – 1A Auto – Progressive (www.1aauto.com)

Form #1 Pop-Up – 7 For All Mankind (www.7forallmankind.com)
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Web Form Examples
Form #1 Bottom (Static) – Aaron’s (Aarons.com)

Form #1 Pop-Up – Abercrombie & Fitch – Progressive (www.abercrombie.com)

Form #1 – Bottom (Static) – Academy Sports + Outdoors (www.academy.com)

NOTE: Must click to open form.
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Web Form Examples
Form #1 – Pop-Up – Active Sports)

Form #1 – Bottom (Static) – Acuvue (www.acuvue.com)

Form #1 – Bottom (Static) – Aim Surplus (www.aimsurplus.com)
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